
Computer Aided Motion: Move3D within MOLOGT. Sim�eon, J-P. Laumond, C. Van Geem and J. CortesLAAS-CNRS7, avenue du Colonel-Roche31077 Toulouse Cedex - Francefnic,jplg@laas.frAbstractThis paper reports on our current e�ort for applyingprobabilistic path planning techniques to logistics andoperation in huge industrial installations (e.g., powerplants). We show how the speci�c domain constraintsimpose a dedicated software architecture to take ad-vantage of the generality of probabilistic approaches.In addition, such an architecture should be compat-ible with existing CAD systems making critical theinterface issues. We conclude on three study cases cur-rently under development within the European projectMOLOG.1 IntroductionToday CAD systems are widely used in manufac-turing and more generally to help the operation ofcomplex systems and complex tasks. They are sup-ported by powerful dedicated software including 3Dvisualization possibilities, geometric tools and friendlyinterfaces.In the framework of logistics of industrial installa-tions, CAD systems provide tools for the manipulationand storage of plant layout and design information.Accurate, full color 3D computer models are todayavailable. They can be accessed easily by designers,engineers and project managers. In highly complexprojects like operation, maintenance, building, CADsystems consistently enable dramatic savings in costand time compared with traditional 2D design meth-ods. These savings can halve the design time and save15% of the total project cost - worth many millions ofdollars on a large project.MOLOG is a long term research action of the Eu-ropean Esprit program running from 1999 to 20021.The objective of the project is to extend the range ofCAD systems applications to help the operator in de-cision making via the integration of new techniques of1Partners are two academic institutions (LAAS-CNRS andUtrecht University), an end-user (EDF) and a provider of CADsystems (Cadcentre).

geometric reasoning, mainly in motion planning andhandling task planning.Several motion planners are now available from theresearch community[24, 13]. Motion planning appli-cations are emerging today in various domains suchas computer graphics, drugs design, medicine. . . In thecontext of logistics the challenge is to face highly com-plex environment models including tens of thousandsof objects. Nevertheless the handling devices have fewdegrees of freedom (usually four). This balance be-tween high geometric complexity of the models andrather simple kinematics of the handling devices de-�nes the range of the problems that should be ad-dressed within MOLOG. A generic scenario addressedby the project is as follow: an operator should de-cide whether and how a given body (e.g., tools, parts,loads. . . ) can be moved from a place to another oneby using given transportation machines (e.g., manip-ulator robots, gantries, mobile platforms.. . ). If nec-essary, the operator chooses and evaluates by himselfthe more adapted device for the task.This paper overviews the architecture of the soft-ware platform Move3D which supports the currentresearch developments conducted at LAAS withinMOLOG. After having analyzed the requirements im-posed by the application �elds (Section 2), the globalarchitecture of Move3D is presented (Section 3). Thisarchitecture is induced by the needs of a generic ap-proach to path planning. It o�ers a framework forrapidly prototyping and evaluating new algorithms,mainly in the context of the probabilistic approaches[4]. Section 4 presents the set of planning algorithmswhich are currently implemented. Three examples ofreal size problems are then commented (Section 6).Therefore the paper does not introduce new algo-rithms, nor new analysis. It should be viewed as an ex-perience feedback in developing motion planning tech-nology within the context of a well focused application�eld.



2 Critical issues in logisticsThis section analyzes the constraints imposed by theapplication �eld. Some of them deal with technical is-sues: the problem to be answered is less to provide anew global and self-contained solution to the planningproblems than to o�er the operator a set of generictools which have the potential to be integrated withinexisting CAD systems and to process geometric mod-els which are not necessarily well formated with re-spect to path planning algorithms. Other constraintsdeals with more theoretical issues: the proposed so-lutions should be generic and should work for a largeclass of mechanical systems.Do not propose a solution from scratch: thedata translation problem and the API Over thepast years the functionality and use of CAD systemshas rapidly increased since the mid-80's where �rstinstances of complex systems appeared for managingcomplex models (see for instance the N4 model of anuclear power plant of Figure 1, and the model of theBoeing 777[16]). These models contain a huge amountof information and are not necessarily dedicated tomotion representation.With respect to motion planning, the problem is�rst to extract only the pertinent information, i.e.the geometric part of the model. Then the geometricdata should be formated to be processed by geomet-ric operations, e.g. collision-checking. The functionshould be �lled by a dedicated module, the so calledTranslator.On the other hand, a communication protocolshould be de�ned between the motion planners andthe CAD system hosting them. This is the role ofthe application programmable interface (API). In ad-dition to the description of the static environment usu-ally present in CAD systems, the API provides themeans to describe mechanical systems (e.g., handlingdevices), moving bodies (e.g., freights), a path plan-ning problem (e.g., pick and place con�gurations). See[9] for a detailed description of the API developedwithin MOLOG.Face geometric complexity: the data �lter-ing problem Complex industrial installations, likepower plants, oil re�neries, o�shore platforms andships, use a large extent of space to implement a pro-cess with a large amount of machinery, piping, tanksand other equipment (see Figure 1). A motion plan-ning task is often localized on a small part of the envi-ronment. The role of the Filter is to pre-process thegeometric data basis to extract the only bodies thatmay interact when searching a collision-free path. The�lter either uses inputs given by the operator (e.g., to

Figure 1: Auxiliaries building (level 5) and reactor build-ing (level 6) of a N4 nuclear power plant (EDF, Engineeringand Construction Division).constrain the path to lye in a user-de�ned area) or au-tomatically computes the workspace spanned by thebodies to be moved. Consider for instance a problemof path planning for a mobile platform as illustrated inFigure 4: in that case, the �lter automatically removesall the parts of the environment that cannot interactwith the cart (outside the slice de�ned by two horizon-tal planes). For the example shown in Figure 5, the�lter retains most of the obstacles for potential colli-sions with the freight, but determines that no obstaclecan collide with the �rst vertical body of the crane andvery few with the second horizontal one. It remainsthat the �ltered model may still include a huge num-ber of geometric primitives. It is well known that themost time consuming operation in motion planningare interference detection and collision-checking alonga given path.The algorithms [11] developed within Move3D forthe Interference-detector combine techniques pro-posed in [25] while allowing to process non convexpolyhedra together with other volumic primitives (eg.spheres, tubes, torus. . . ) as in [6]. Computation isperformed in two stages: selection of possibly collid-ing pairs based onto simple bounding volumes thatapproximate the geometry of the objects, and a pre-cise interference detection limited to the pairs selectedat the �rst stage. A hierarchical structure based ontoOBB-trees is constructed on top of the convex prim-itives (or facets), instead of the triangular decompo-sition required by [12]. This allows to reduce the sizeof the data structures when facing with large CADmodels where most of the objects (eg. piping) aremodeled by a collection of simple primitives. Also,CAD systems often group into a same object severalcomponents sharing the same semantic but localizedat di�erent places within the scene (eg. one single ob-ject may represent the piping part of the installation).



Such components are therefore grouped according totheir workspace occupancy to improve the e�cacy ofthe hierarchical models. The Collision-checker [11]developed for determining whether a given path iscollision-free or not, is currently performed by multi-ple calls to the interference detection algorithms, usinga dichotomic sampling of the path and a non uniformstep computed from the distance to the obstacles.Mechanical systems: generic solutions There isno free-ying body in a power plant. Most of the mov-ing bodies are submitted to kinematic constraints: theproblem of the transportation of a freight by a cart in-herits from the nonholonomic constraints of the cart,the motion of a crane or a rolling bridge should followa strict protocol imposing for instance to move onedegree of freedom at once. Some tasks may requirethe collaboration between several handling devices, in-ducing closed kinematic chains. The motion plannersalgorithms should account for such constraints in ageneric manner, i.e. without requiring to devise spe-ci�c motion planners for speci�c devices. The recentprobabilistic approaches allow to address a such gen-erality level.The probabilistic roadmap algorithms �rst intro-duced in [17, 28, 18] and now investigated by numer-ous researchers [3, 4, 7, 8, 14, 15, 19, 20, 30] answerthis generality criterion. A roadmap is a graph thattends to capture the connectivity of the collision-freecon�guration space. The nodes are collision-free con-�gurations while the edges indicate the existence ofan admissible collision-free path between two con�g-urations. Roadmaps are computed in a probabilisticmanner by selecting the nodes of the graph randomly.Implementing such approaches only requires two basicgeometric procedures: a steering method to computeadmissible paths for a given mechanical system and acollision-checker which is used both to select the nodesof the roadmap and to check whether an admissiblepath is collision-free or not.In most of the applications, collision-checking isproblem independent while the steering methods aredevice dependant. The following methods illustratedby Figure 2 are today integrated within Move3D:� Linear computes a straight line segment betweentwo con�gurations: this method works for anyholonomic system like a manipulator arm.� Nonholonomic computes smooth paths for carts[29] or articulated mobile robots [23] as well.� Manhattan accounts for the constraints to moveone degree of freedom at once.� Closed-chain accounts for particular types ofclosed kinematic chains.

Figure 2: Examples of elementary steering methodsOther methods can be easily integrated into this li-brary. They can also be combined to design more com-plex steering methods for mechanical systems subjectto di�erent motion constraints (e.g. for a mobile ma-nipulator, the mobile platform and the manipulatorare respectively controlled by the Nonholonomic andthe Linear methods).Some mechanical systems also require to considerpassive joints that can not be directly controlled, buthave to follow the motion of other leading joints.In presence of such motion constraints, the steeringmethod only acts onto the leading joints, while thepassive ones are computed by dedicated \follow" func-tions that express the coupling relations. This mecha-nism allows to handle systems involving simple closedkinematic chains like 4 dof linkages (e.g. RRPR or4R) that can be solved e�ciently by analytical meth-ods [26]. The right example of Figure 2 shows an hy-draulic excavator that contains three RRPR linkagesrequired to model the hydraulic systems, and one 4Rlinkage for the mechanism controlling the motion ofthe bucket.The same mechanism is also used to account forattachments constraints that appear when a freighthas to be handled by a device. An example of suchconstraint is illustrated by Figure 5 where the freighthas to slide on the ground before its reaches its verticalposition.Maintain the operator in the loop: the inter-activity problem and the UI The User Inter-face allows interactions between the CAD system andan operator for specifying the maintenance operationand using the facilities o�ered by the motion plan-ning tools. It also provides some feedback with thecomputed solutions. The use of the planning tools



should be as easy as possible since the operator doesnot know anything about the planning algorithms.See [10] for a detailed description of the UI developedwithin MOLOG.3 Move3D architectureFigure 3 shows the global architecture of the motionplanning software. This architecture is derived fromthe requirements addressed in the previous section.Move3D is composed of the following set of modules:
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constraintsFigure 3: Architecture of Move3dMechanical systems and environmentmodelingWithin MOLOG, the input of this module is providedthrough the API used to connect Move3D to the exter-nal CAD system and to transform the geometric dataof the CAD system into the geometric data structuresof Move3DGeometric tools for �ltering the geometricdatabase and initializing the interference detectionalgorithms only with the part relevant to the speci�edplanning problem.Library of steeringmethods allowing to computelocal paths admissible with respect to the own motionconstraints of the mechanical systems involved by theplanning problem.Planner module which contains several algorithmsbased onto randomized techniques (see next section)for computing collision-free paths.Finally, Move3D has its own Developer Interfacemodule (not displayed onto the Figure) allowing tocall the algorithms and to visualize the solutions inde-pendently of any external CAD system.4 Motion plannersThis module currently integrates four of the ran-domized planning techniques proposed in the liter-ature. Three of them share the underlying conceptof the Probabilistic Roadmap Methods that �rst con-struct a roadmap connecting collision-free con�gura-tions picked at random, and then use this roadmap toquickly answer multiple queries.

Basic-PRM is based onto the basic PRM scheme[18]. The search space is uniformly sampled atrandom. All collision-free samples are added tothe roadmap and checked for connections with allconnected components. The planner o�ers the choicebetween several strategies for selecting the promisingnodes inside the components, and allows the tuningof several parameters (adjacency neighborhood, sizeof the roadmap...).Visib-PRM computes visibility roadmaps [30] thatare bipartite graphs de�ned with two types of nodes:the guards and connectors. Collision-free samples arekept as a new guard node when they cannot be con-nected to the current roadmap, or as a new connectorif they improve the connectivity of the roadmap.An interest of this algorithm is the small size of thecomputed roadmaps. Another one is the possibility tocontrol the quality of the roadmap in term of coverage.Gaussian-PRM [8] uses a non-uniform samplingstrategy in order to create a higher density of nodesnear the boundary of the free-space. The gaussiansampler generates pairs of con�gurations separatedby a random distance. It only retains a collision-freecon�guration of the pair when the other one lies in thecollision space. This gaussian sampling strategy canbe used when computing basic or visibility roadmaps.The last planner is based onto the RRT-Connect al-gorithm [22] that was designed to answer single-queryproblems without requiring the preprocessing of theroadmap. The algorithm develops simultaneously tworandom trees rooted at the initial and goal con�gu-rations, and that explore the space while advancingtoward each other.5 Case studiesThe environments of Figures 4,5,6 represent canon-ical examples we are working on within MOLOG.The �rst scene corresponds to the model of a steamgenerator in a nuclear power plant. The problem is tocheck the feasibility of moving a non-holonomic cartunderneath a steam generator. The path displayedonto the �gure was computed by the Visib-PRM plan-ner using the Reed&Shepp [29] steering method togenerate feasible local paths. The model containsaround 40:000 facets and the construction of theroadmap required a few minutes. After that, queries(including some path smoothing) can be processed inone second.The industrial installation of the second exampleis a stabilizer (subset of a plant in chemical indus-try) modeled by 300:000 facets. The rotating crane(around 1000 facets) has to place a tank inside themetallic structure, starting from an initial position



Figure 4: Nonholonomic cart in a steam generator ofa nuclear plant (model provided by EDF)

Figure 5: Stabilizer environment with a rotating crane(model provided by Cadcentre)where the tank is horizontally placed onto the ground.Here the steering method produces Manhattan pathsfor the crane, while accounting for the constrained mo-tion of the tank which slides onto the ground before itreaches a vertical position.The third example shows a partial view of the en-gine room of a nuclear plant. Here, the purpose ofthe maintenance operation is to repair the water tur-

Figure 6: Travelling crane in the engine room of anuclear plant (model provided by EDF)bopump composed of three elements which have to bemoved to a lower oor with a traveling crane. Thepath displayed onto Figure 6 corresponds to the mo-tion of the traveling crane computed to grasp the �rstelement of the pump. For this scene (same geomet-ric complexity than the stabilizer), the constructionof the roadmap took less than ten minutes allowingqueries to be processed in a couple of seconds.6 ConclusionThe aim of the work reported in this paper is to de-velop a general planning software for providing CADsystems with motion planning facilities. The challengefor application �elds such as logistics is to face real sizeproblems involving a large class of mechanical systems.This is the direction of the research developments con-ducted at LAAS within the MOLOG project. Theexamples shown in the paper illustrate the kind ofproblems that can be solved today by the algorithmsintegrated within Move3D. It remains that additionalwork still needs to be done for improving the e�cacy ofthe planning techniques. Another challenging issue isto develop more sophisticated handling planning algo-rithms that also support the choice and the use of sev-eral handling devices for carrying out objects withinan industrial installation. This problem referred toas the manipulation planning problem [2] remains apractical challenge because of its additional complex-ity, although several promising results [21, 1, 27] havebeen recently obtained using probabilistic techniques.Acknowledgments: The practical results havebeen obtained from the motion planning softwareMove3D developed in collaboration with C. Nissoux.We also thank EDF and Cadcentre for providing mod-els of industrial scenes.
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